
September 13, 2022, CAMS Meeting 

 

The Capital Area Modellers Society (CAMS) had their first post-Covid meeting, hosted by Steve Knox at the 
CARSTAR body shop on Tuesday 13 September 2022. 

Though a small turnout, there was lots to see. Mike Lewis showed off his 1/72 RCAF Mustang presentation 
piece, featuring 2 exquisitely prepared P-51 Mustangs in formation. 

Our host Steve Knox showed off the mass of 3D printing pieces he had made in the past as well as a 69 
Camaro custom again featuring 3d printed body parts, interesting stuff. 

Steve Milberry showed off a couple of his latest creations a gorgeous 65 T-Bird in a dark orange candy 
paint detailed to the nines and a 64 Pontiac cruiser. Steve’s talent always goes to the top. 

A new guy, Craig Lang, came up from Saint John and showed off two of his large-scale choppers, a Cobra 
Gunship as well as a Pave Low. Both choppers were loaded to the hilt with weapons and the detail was 
impressive as well as the size. 

Bob Kerasiotis was there to show off a couple of his COVID builds, the 65 Nova SS by Modius in a bright 
yellow that almost hurt the eyes to look at. Also, along for the ride, was a Revell 69 Nova all dressed in full 
drag appointments including decals, something Bob doesn’t use unless he must. Finally, was the 67 Impala 
4 door from AMT. The dark candy red stood out and showed off its detailing and interior treatments, 
always a treat. 

Scott Milligan was there showing off the new line of decals he’s thinking of bringing into Elm City Hobbies. 
In addition, he was picking everyone’s brains for ideas on a Ford truck replica he was building for his wife’s 
father. 

Overall, it was not a bad meeting, hopefully more people will come to the next one on 03 October. Steve 
Knox has again offered his shop for our meetings, 

Remember to Share the Hobby, it is fun.  

 

The Scribe 


